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Wartime recollections of Colin Stevens 
 

 I lived in Inverness Drive, 4 doors up from the Thomas 
family. I recall that Mr. Thomas died relatively young in 
the early 1960’s.  
 
His elder son Peter (see memories of Val Seabridge) was 
not allowed out on the streets as our gang were 
considered to be uncouth!   
 
Inverness Drive was in line with the NW runway, which 
gave us a close up views of individual pilots and the 
finer details of their aircraft.  
 
So long after the event I now realise what a privilege 

this was, particularly if you have an aviation bent.  
 
[This led me, with encouragement and experiences of my father, into aeronautical interests including 
aeromodelling; free flight, control line and eventually radio controlled models. Later on towards aircraft 
radio systems at Plessey, Ley Street, then at Farnborough and eventually spacecraft communication at 
GEC and Matra-Marconi at Portsmouth.] 
 
Have memories of Spits and Hurricanes and Tiffies, including the one which finished up in the back 
garden of an elderly lady living opposite Fairlop Station, and another which tragically lost its tail-
end (*) making a deep hole in the north east corner of the airfield.  
 
(*) 23 May 1943 Typhoon piloted by F/O Burton crashed near to the Lehman Archer Lane factory, near 
to what is now footpath 32. The Pilot was killed. (see FACT FILE Crash Reports). 

I saw another one when I took a different route home to avoid the gang who congregated in 
Hazelbrouck Gardens.  
 

 A V1 passed quite close enough, thank you, to our Anderson 
shelter at the end of our garden, to explode about 35 yards 
from the north boundary of allotments in New North Road, 
into an onion patch. As well as largely destroying an ARP post 
it also levelled a couple of cottages as well as taking out the 
complete frontages of two corner shops and six houses 
facing the allotments.  
There was truly a strong smell of fried onions! 
 
V1 landing behind Lehman Archer and Lane Factory 

(artists impression - David Martin) 
 
The Bunkers. I used to cadge an occasional cup of tea from 
either RAF Regiment blokes or Army, can’t remember which, 
who manned Lewis guns or similar in defence of the airfield. 
Some of these gun emplacements were cobbled up from 
requisitioned sports pavilions, with trenches dug around 
them. These seemed to be popular for extra-curricular 
activities, given the unmentionables left behind, that we 
were not expected to understand! The dispersal bays on the 

airfield were a delight to cycle off, if you dared, but a great breaker of front forks. 
 



The curved hangars could be climbed with a running start – just. They also provided quantities of 1 
inch Whitworth bolts and nuts. (British Standard Whitworth (BSW) is one of a number of imperial unit based 
screw thread standards which use the same bolt heads and nut hexagonal sizes) These were just the job for 
filling with gunpowder (2 bolts and 1 nut), then thrown into the air with a loud explosion upon 
landing! There were a great number of storm drains, which could be walked (if you were short) from 
Aldborough Hatch to Forest Road, but not possible to emerge owing to the fitting of grilles – anti 
5th column measure? Side branches led to drainage duct alongside the runway, but it took more 
nerve than I had, to force a way very far up these, since you could not turn around. The ears would 
play tricks too, to suggest a lot of water was about to arrive suddenly. I would not do it again! 
 
On the south side were two large buried fuel tanks that some used to play in, but an exit was 
perilous and in those day no-one knew about heavier-than-air fumes. I never ventured in, imagining 
being entombed for months! The sports fields were sown with wheat for the war effort and had 
huge anti-tank trenches excavated across them. Lot of loose bits from a shot up Ju88 (Junkers 88 - 
Luftwaffe twin-engine, multi-role aircraft) fell there one night. The ARP confiscated belts of 13mm (0.5 
inch) ammunition, the log book and a flare were found, but they did not get the silver propelling 
pencil (very modern) and other minor momentos! 
 
The tail unit sliced through the side fence of the property across the road on the corner of Walden 
Way (Mrs Rogers). I had the navigation lamps, nothing else would come off. The main body of the 
aircraft came down in fields were Manford Way is now, the engines thrown into the next field. Once 
again it was very hard getting off any worthwhile parts. The police were very late arriving on scene, 
too late to prevent children playing with fully armed machine guns and we could not get access to 
the air frame. 

 
The Dick Turpin PH at Aldborough Hatch was hit by a V2.  
The Prince of Wales PH at the top of Fencepiece Road 
was destroyed by a land mine, and our G.P. Doctor 
Canaan was killed. 
 

Prince of Wales Memorial 
(David Martin) 

 
One evening during an air raid, a flapping noise 
accompanied by loud calls of “Take cover, take cover!” 
by the Air Raid Warden, followed by a most enormous 

bang, signified the arrival of a land mine. This one took down a number of houses in Beech Grove, I 
recall. Land mines were a most feared weapon because they usually encountered something at roof 
height, which caused them to detonate sending a sideways blast instead of an upward blast as with 
conventional bombs. 
 
 I saw a V2 arrive in the back garden of a bungalow beyond Tunstall Avenue. They were very fast, 
but sometimes you had a few seconds warning if a short con trail was spotted at a very high 
altitude. This one left a steep-sided hole in an elderly lady’s garden. Although it cracked a wall, the 
window glass was left intact. The blast mainly went skywards, but there was a lot of soil, greenery 
and fencing spread over neighbouring rooftops. From the end of the garden, I watched a V1 
approach and come down at Chigwell Row. A frantic parent  dragged me into the shelter by my 
feet! 
 
Another fell into the US Army Transportation Corps alongside the railway at Hainault Station. 
 
Post war, a Handley Page HP81 Hermes prototype forced landed.  
 
I saw a cyclist thrown off his bike by the static charge from the Hermes (and burnt by hot metal) 
when he grabbed the trailing edge of the wing at the end of an engine nacelle, even before the 
aircraft had stopped rolling. 


